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Privacy and Data Protection in India: 

An Analysis 
 

YASHRAJ BAIS
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  ABSTRACT 
Privacy which is probably the most essential element for the survival of mankind on this 

planet, is heard to be threatened these days in the name of “Procedure Established by 

Law” or “Public Duty” by the public servants. If we just wander for a second, that what 

will the situation of any person, if he/she doesn’t have any privacy rights, which covers all 

the private rights including of family, workplace, relationships, etc. Privacy in simple 

sense, is as important as oxygen to a human body, it is the medium which actually ensures 

a peaceful life with dignity and liberty, which is the essence of Article 21 of our Indian 

Constitution. Gradually as our Country is moving towards Digitalization, it is not wrong 

to call it is a “Cyber Era”, with the increase in use of social media and Internet in various 

spheres, the Data Security and Data Protection, which constitutes a vital element in terms 

of privacy as your digital footprint, is a National Issue as well as National Obligation to 

ensure for. Data Protection and Privacy are fundamentally interlinked, and constitute a 

very crucial and most sensitive space in the legal world at present times. The Research 

Paper is prepared on analogical method of research, as due to spread of pandemic Covid-

19, and it’s implied restrictions, the secondary sources are used in the paper for gathering 

the information and further converting the same into a precise piece of information. 

Keywords: Privacy, Rights, Data, Digital Footprint, Cyber Era. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Judiciary has termed the Right to Privacy as an “Instinct Right” in India, as it is indeed for 

us to understand that the developed countries like USA, UK, Russia etc. has already recognized 

the Right to Privacy as a fundamental right since few decades, as because they were aware of 

the fact that how key role, privacy plays in the sustainable development of the Nation, and in 

all spheres of a peaceful life, which directly results into the prosperity of the Country. There 

are several legislations in India, including the elephantine size Constitution, which however 

doesn’t define or term the exact meaning of Privacy, but their scope is wide enough to 

safeguard and protect the “Individual Privacy” of any citizen of India. There are very famous 

 
1 Author is a student at PIMR, Department of Law, Indore (M.P), India. 
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and Landmark Judgements in the Indian Judiciary, like Auto Shankar Case2 and Puttaswamy 

Case3, under which the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India has actually recognized the Right to 

Privacy as a fundamental right. 

Now, here the most essential element which is co-extensively related with the Right to Privacy, 

is the concept of Data Protection. As in present, a person is more on Internet, Social Media and 

E-space than even his physical presence and existence, the equivalently important and crucial 

is the significance of data protection. The technology and law are inter-dependent on each 

other, and this will surely witness an active increment in future, according to a Research, the 

advance time of law will surely be based purely on Artificial Intelligence (AI), which will bring 

more new challenges and impediments in the way of Right to Privacy and Data Protection in 

India as well as the World. We can see that how the technology can infringe your Privacy and 

can create blunders in your life, the investigating agencies can revive your all the deleted chats, 

messages and recordings from stored backup for the purpose of law which is known as “Digital 

Footprint” of any time, and it is regarded as the exact replica of the individual on the servers. 

Recently, various celebs of India are inquired by Hon’ble Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) on 

the charges of Drugs, by recovering their old deleted chats, belonging to three years back, 

however as it was done by the Investigating Authorities, hence it was legal, but in all the other 

circumstances, except the consensual agreement, such act comes under the bare violation of 

Right to Privacy, which from year 2017 is regarded as a fundamental right under Article 21 in 

India. 

II. INTERNATIONAL SCENARIO FOR RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION 
The Right to Privacy and Data Protection, is also a fundamental and legally recognized right, 

in various parts of the World, apart from India, they are: 

1. United States of America (USA)- In America, which is the most powerful, resourceful 

and developed Nation of the World, the Right to Privacy is a judicially recognized right, in 

both tort law as well as legislations, been enacted by the Parliament in the form of 

Constitutional Amendment Acts. The aggrieved individual can bring a lawsuit against the 

individual for “Invasion of Privacy” who has infringed his right of privacy, or has disclosed 

some private information without the consent or otherwise. The Forth Amendment in the US 

Constitution, gives an immunity to the people from un-warranted and arbitrary search and 

seizures by the State Authorities, for which again one can knock the doors of the Court for 

 
2 AIR 1995 SC 264 
3 AIR 2017 SC 4161 
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appropriate damages and subsequently in the Fourteenth Amendment in the US Constitution 

of due process of law, Hon’ble Supreme Court of America, has recognized family, marriage, 

motherhood, procreation and child rearing under the ambit of general right of privacy. 

2. United Kingdoms- In United Kingdoms (Britain), the Right to Privacy never existed 

before year 2000, but after the enactment of Human Rights Act, 2000 in UK, which recognizes 

various human rights which are essential for mankind, includes Right to Privacy as a legal right 

in UK, which includes several remedies on the abrogation of the same. The Act, widely 

incorporates the Article 8 of European Convention on Human Rights, of which the UK is a 

member of, which covers Right to Family, bodily liberty and Right to Privacy as a general right. 

3. Russia- The Article 23 of Russian Constitution guarantees right to privacy of personal 

life and family as a fundamental right. The laws there are so stringent that the interception of 

communication, messages and surveillance is allowed only by the explicit consent of the 

concerned individual, unless it is performed by the State or Investigating Authorities, for a 

valid and lawful reason. The Article 24 of the Russian Constitution forbids to collect, store or 

publish any information relating to private life or family of any individual without his/her 

explicit consent, otherwise the data operator may be held liable under Article 13.11 of the Code 

of Administrative Offences of the Russian Federation and Criminal Code of Russian Federation, 

which provides criminal liability and punishment of imprisonment upto two years and fine upto 

200,000 roubles. 

4. South Africa- In South Africa, the Right to Privacy is a constitutionally protected right, 

according to Section 14 of the Constitution of Republic of South Africa, 1996 the Constitution 

provides that ‘Every person has right to privacy and having immunity from being his home or 

property searched and from privacy of their communication infringed”. Therefore, a person 

can directly approach to the Court for protecting his fundamental right of privacy, in case of 

infringement of the same. Apart from the same there are various other legislations like 

Protection of Personal Information Act 4 of 2013 (POPI), which includes Data Protection as a 

crucial element in it, the second statute is Regulation of Interception of Communications and 

the electronics Communication and Transactions Act 25 of 2002 (ECTA), which governs the 

matters specifically relating to data encryption. There are also few laws relating to Privacy and 

Data Protection, pending at the Parliament of South Africa, which will strengthen the base 

Right to Privacy and Data Protection in the country, they are Protection of State Information 

Bill (POSIB), and Cybercrimes and Cybersecurity Bills. 
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5. Japan- In Japan, the Chapter III of the Constitution and the Civil Code widely in order 

to establish a welfare state with happiness, life and liberty as it’s soul, provides certain rights 

and duties of the people. The Courts of Japan are also too sensitive for standards of 

constitutional right to privacy, when applying the civil code in disputes between the private 

individuals. The Article 13 of the Constitution widely provides the liberty and citizens in 

private life shall be protected against the arbitrary exercise of the public authority and each and 

every individual has right to protect his/her own personal information from being disclosed to 

a third party without any reason or consent thereto. In Japan, one has remedy for violation of 

his right to privacy even in the Tort Law, the Article 710 provides that all the persons who are 

liable under the statutory provisions of the code must compensate to the persons whose Right 

to privacy is infringement by him, even if someone takes your photograph in Japan against 

your wish, you can rightfully ask him to delete the same or in the contrary circumstances you 

can seek appropriate compensation from the concerned individual under tort law, by suing him 

under Court of Law. 

Hence it is clear that, Right to Privacy and Data Protection, is not only India’s concern, but a 

Global Concern, as many developed nations and developing nations, are keen to focus on Right 

to Privacy and Data Protection, as in today’s era it is the data, weather in any sphere of life, it 

is the biggest strength as well as the biggest weakness of any person, corporation or firm, which 

needs to be primarily focused and secured upon. 

III. LEGISLATIONS GOVERNING PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION IN INDIA 
It is must be noted by my able readers that, the term “Privacy” and “Data Protection” are no-

where defined in any of the Statute, Law, Order or Notification, but the scope and ambit of our 

Constitution of India and various other Statutes are wide enough to cover the Privacy and Data 

Protection under it. The Laws governing the same are as follows: 

1. Constitution of India: The Constitution of India, which the biggest Constitution in the 

World with around 395 Articles, Twelve Schedules and 22 Parts, including preamble as an 

indispensable part of it, which guarantees certain Fundamental Rights in PART III to the 

citizens of India. The Article 21 i.e. Protection of Life and Personal Liberty which states that 

“No Person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure 

established by law”, even the Preamble of India ensures the Liberty of thought, expression, 

belief, faith and worship to all it’s citizens, which covers the individual’s right of privacy under 

it’s ambit to rule and govern and provide justice on violation of the same. The Hon’ble Supreme 

Court of India in year 2017 relied on the word “Liberty” in Preamble and Article 21 to declare 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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Right to Privacy a fundamental right, which widely includes the notion of Data Protection, as 

threat or un-authorized access to any person’s data, in the absence of his explicit consent, 

directly and grossly amounts to infringement of Right to Privacy, for which a person can 

directly knock the doors of Hon’ble Supreme Court of India, under Article 32 or High Court 

of the State, under Article 226. 

2. Indian Penal Code, 1860- The Code mainly deals with the Criminal Law of India, 

enunciating the penalties and punishments for the various crimes committed within the territory 

of India, some of the provisions which relates to the Right to Privacy and Data Protection are 

as follows:   

a) Section 354-C:  It constitutes the offence of Voyeurism, i.e. if a man watches a women 

engaging in a private act, where a privacy is keenly expected, captures her images and 

publishes it by any means, shall be punishable with imprisonment of one year, which 

may extend to three year in the first conviction, in the second conviction it shall be 

minimum three years and maximum seven years. 

b) Section 354-D: It constitutes the offence of Stalking, i.e. if a man without any justifiable 

cause follows a women without consent, or follows her over social media or send 

objectionable messages to her despite of showing a dis-interest by her, causing her mental 

agony and annoyance shall be punished with imprisonment of three years for the first 

conviction, and for the second conviction five years and fine. This offence is also 

punishable under the provisions of Information and Technology Act, 2000.  

c) Section 379: It constitutes the offence of Theft, i.e. if any person in the absence of 

consensual agreement, access or copy any private data of any individual dishonestly from 

his possession illegally, it would come under the ambit of Theft of Data, and shall be 

punishable with imprisonment extendable to three or fine or both.  

d) Section 383: It constitutes the offence of Extortion, if any person puts another person in 

fear to deliver any valuable documents or data to him, otherwise he will defame that 

person, and such data or documents are vitally private, then it is punishable with 

imprisonment extendable to three years or fine or both.   

e) Section 471: It constitutes the offence of using as genuine a forged document or 

electronic record, which if infringes the privacy or data protection of any individual shall 

be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to two years or fine or both. 
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3. Information and Technology Act, 2000: The Act, specifically deals with the Cyber 

Crimes, Frauds and the webs of e-commerce, it’s provisions is widely related for curbing the 

crimes under the cyber space, which is extensively linked with Data Protection and Privacy, 

they are: 

a) Section 66: It widely constitutes the offence of ‘Hacking’, which is the un-authorized 

access to a computer resource or data without it’s owner’s consent, which causes injury 

to the image of that person or goodwill of a body corporate as defined under Section 43A, 

shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend upto three years or with fine 

up to five lakh rupees or both. 

b) Section 66C: It constitutes the offence of fraudulently using the password of any person, 

as today the computer resource of any person contains his/her private data which is 

expected not be observed or recorded by an anonymous individual without permission, 

if he does so, it shall be punishable with imprisonment with may extend to three years or 

fine up to Rs. 1 lacks. 

c) Section 66E: It constitutes the offence of violation of privacy, that is whosoever, 

intentionally captures, transmits or publishes the image of any person without the consent, 

shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to three years or with fine up 

to Rs. 2 Lacks or both. 

d) Section 67: It constitutes the offence of publishing or transmitting obscene material via 

any electronic form, which is objectionable in nature or compels any person to commit 

any crime or omit any duty for which he is legally bound to do, shall be punishable with 

imprisonment which may extend up to three years in the first conviction and five years 

in the second conviction, and also fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees. 

e) Section 67A- It constitutes the offence of publishing or transmitting a material 

containing sexually explicit via electronic form, which shall be punishable with 

imprisonment which may extend to five years and fine up to Rupees Ten Lacks and in 

the subsequent conviction, imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years and 

fine up to Rupees Ten Lacks. 

4. Copyright Act, 1857: The Act was enacted however during the pre-independence era, 

but after being adopted in our legal system it widely protects the intellectual rights of the owner 

of creation. It mainly protects the literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works of the author, 

during the lifetime and sixty years after the death of the author or owner. If anyone copies, 

replicate or uses the creation of the author, without his explicit permission for some commercial 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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gain or some other use which includes publishing, circulating or transmitting, so for such 

infringement of the private rights of the author, the Act, provides Civil as well as Criminal 

Remedies, in former, the victim can seek or plead for Injunctions and Damages from the tort-

feaser, and in latter the punishment if found guilty includes imprisonment up to Three years 

and fine up to Rupees Two Lacks. 

5. Indian Contract Act, 1872: The Act, however not explicitly but partially governs the 

Right to Privacy and Data Protection. The provisions of the Act, provides for law governing 

the contract, which is an agreement between two or more peoples, who agree to do some act, 

in exchange of some consideration. The parties to contract, can mention some inclusionary or 

exclusionary clauses relating with the Privacy or Data Protection, depending on the nature of 

the work, which is wholly protected and governed by this Act, ultimately partially protecting 

and safeguarding the Right to Privacy and Data Protection in India. 

IV. JUDICIAL INTERPRETATIONS GOVERNING PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION IN 

INDIA 
The Judiciary is always very keen and sensitive on deciding the cases, where infringement of 

Fundamental Right of an Individual, as enshrined and protected by the PART III of our Indian 

Constitution is concerned, however since year 1954 to year 2018, the Judiciary and Hon’ble 

Supreme Court of India, have presented several opinions, differing fundamentally on the 

question that weather Right to Privacy is a Fundamental Right or Not?  

It is must for us to understand that Privacy, is the intrinsic and in-alienable right of the mankind 

on this earth, widely includes every activity or act, where a reasonable privacy is must and 

expected by any human, like Property, Relationships, Sexual Orientations, Travel, etc. 

However, the declaration of Right to Privacy as a Fundamental Right, is good for the citizens 

but on the same hand increases the obligations on the State, to protect the privacy of each and 

every individual, residing in the territory of India, as even in the private transactions i.e. 

infringement of Right to Privacy by any private individual, the Government may be held 

accountable for it. So, for understanding the significance of Right to Privacy and Data 

Protection more deeply, we need to understand the stand of Judiciary on the same, during 

various intervals in some main and major Judgements, they are as follows: 

1. In this case4 the question of privacy weather a fundamental right or not under, was 

raised for the first time before Hon’ble Supreme Court of India. In the case the District 

 
4 MP Sharma & Ors. v Satish Chandra DM Delhi and Ors. [ 1954] ( Supreme Court of India) 
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Magistrate, after a FIR issued warrants and searches for the disputed documents of Dalmia 

Group of Delhi, under the statutory provisions of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. The 

Group filed a Writ Petition before Hon’ble Supreme Court, challenging the validity of search 

and seizure, they pleaded that the action was arbitrary and violated their Right to Privacy and 

Fundamental Rights as enshrined under Article 19 (1) (f) and Article 20 (3), i.e. Self 

Incrimination. The case was referred to Eight-Judges Constitutional Bench of the Court, and 

after a deep and keen process of adjudication, it was held that the Constitution does not intend 

to bring search and seizure within the ambit of privacy, which is carried on in pursuance of the 

procedure established by law, and also by following the adopted procedure of law, i.e. FIR and 

subsequent orders of Hon’ble District Magistrate, therefore is not invalid or un-constitutional. 

The Court also expressed it’s opinion that, from the very language of the Constitution which 

does not relates with the Forth Amendment of the US Constitution, it does not intend to 

recognize, Right to Privacy as a Fundamental Right and hence it is not a fundamental right in 

India.  

2. The case is a landmark judgement5, administering the tapping of telephone, which is 

directly proportional to Right to Privacy and Data Protection, it is popularly known as 

“Telephone Tapping Case”. A Public Interest Litigation (PIL) was filed by a voluntary 

organization, having reference to the incidents of Telephone Tapping of Politicians by Central 

Bureau of Investigation (CBI), in the name of public security and public safety. It was alleged 

by the Petitioners that, telephone tapping is a serious invasion of Right to Privacy, and brazen 

violation of Article 21 i.e. Right to Life and Personal Liberty. The provisions of Section 5 of 

Indian Telegraph Act, 1885 was challenged, which vests the power in hands of Central and 

State Governments to record the phone calls, by virtue of the conditions mentioned therein. It 

was held by Hon’ble Supreme Court of India, that phone tapping is a serious invasion of Article 

21 and Right to Privacy, which must invoked only when there is a question of public safety, 

which means a situation of grave danger to the public at large or public emergency, except 

these two circumstances, the Central Government cannot resort to phone tapping, even if the 

authorities are satisfied that the Sovereignty or Integrity of India is at threat. Lastly, the Court 

laid some guidelines, which must be followed during the exercise of Section 5 (2) of the Indian 

Telegraph Act, 1885, which includes appointment of a review committee, and reviewing the 

Order of Phone Tapping, in every two months, etc. 

 
5 People\'s Union of Civil Liberties v Union of India [ 1997] e.g. 1. 568 e.g. 280 ( Supreme Court of India) 
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3. The case 6  challenged the ‘Aadhar Card Scheme” being initiated by the Central 

Government, which was used at various instances like from booking of a cylinder to banks and 

electoral voting. It was alleged by the Petitioners that, the Aadhar Cards are demanded at 

various occasions from the citizens, which contains their sensitive and private data, including 

bio-metric fingerprints, which doesn’t have any security, and is utterly against the Right to 

Privacy, being protected under Article 21. The nine-judges Constitutional Bench of Hon’ble 

Supreme Court of India, overruled the decisions given in MP Sharma Case in year 1954, and 

held that the Right to Privacy is a fundamental right, protected by Article 21 of our Constitution, 

which cannot be abridged or infringed except by due process of law, and the Aadhar Card 

Scheme is held un-constitutional and violative of Right to Privacy in India. A Committee is 

appointed presently by the Central Government, under the directions of Hon’ble Supreme 

Court, who is working on protection of sensitive data and privacy of the citizens, as infringed 

by the Aadhar Card Scheme, and a Report will be submitted in this regard.  

Remedies: Therefore, now from year 2017 onwards the Right to Privacy is a fundamental right 

in India, protected under Article 21 PART III of our Constitution. Hence, if any citizen residing 

in the territory of India, is aggrieved or his Right to Privacy is infringed by the State, so either 

one can directly file a Writ Petition under Article 32 before Hon’ble Supreme Court of India, 

which is only in the case of infringement of Fundamental Right, otherwise one has to follow 

the hierarchy of Courts, before coming to the Apex Court of the Nation, or one can approach 

Hon’ble High Court of the concerned State, under Article 226 and Article 227. 

V. EXCEPTIONS FOR RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION 
The Right to Privacy under Article 21 of our Constitution, is a fundamental right, but it is 

pertinent to note and mention that, a fundamental right is not an absolute right that means it 

may be abridged or suspended during exceptional circumstances, the same is the scenario with 

Right to Privacy, however Article 21 according to Hon’ble Supreme Court of India, cannot be 

suspended even during the Emergency situations, but there are certain exceptions to privacy, 

they are as follows: 

1. Procedure established by Law- The Article 21 provides that, no person shall be 

deprived from right to life, except according to procedure established by law, which itself 

makes the intension of legislature clear that, the right is fundamental but not an absolute right, 

and hence there are certain exceptions, which surely are legal, applicable on it. If it is made an 

 
6 Justice KS Puttaswamy v. Union of India [ 2015] . e.g. A.B.C. ( Supreme Court of India) 
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absolute right, then there are acute chances for mis-use of this right as seen in various foreign 

countries, which will result into mis-carriage of justice, and defeating the very purpose of law. 

2. Public Security- The Section 5 (2) of Indian Telegraph Act, 1875 provides the grounds 

for interception of communication, which will not be treated as infringement of privacy, so 

according the several Judicial Pronouncements, public security means the situation of 

imminent risk where a public at large is at risk, and it is must for the investigating authorities 

and the State to instantly act upon, hence if the right to privacy of any individual is infringed 

by the invocation of the aforesaid provision, which is just and fair, will not treated as violation 

of right to privacy. 

3. Public Duty- The public duty, or when a public servant is acting in the official capacity, 

or is performing the sovereign functions, or acting on the directions of his higher officials is 

always legally immunized and hence no charge for infringement of privacy can be framed 

against him, however if it is proved that the action is arbitrary in nature or biased or is inspired 

by personal antagonism and is against the rule of law, so a separate action can be ensured 

against the concerned parties including the public servant, for professional mis-conduct or 

moral turpitude, but not otherwise. 

4. Public Safety- The Section 5 (2) of the Indian Telegraph Act, 1875 provides for the 

grounds for interception of communications and messages, acting as an exception to right to 

privacy, which according to Courts the public safety means where the safety of the public at 

large is concerned or when the sovereignty of India is at stake, then having regard to such acute 

circumstances the action of interception of communication, will not be regarded as 

infringement of right to privacy or data. 

VI. SUGGESTIONS 
The suggestions for improvising the status of Right to Privacy and Data Protection in India is 

as follows: 

1. That though there are various legislations and constitutional provisions in India which 

governs the Right to Privacy and Data Protection, but there is no specific enacted law which 

deals in protection of right to privacy, which makes it’s execution and assurance weak as 

compared to other Foreign Countries. 

2. That there is no Data Protection Authority in India, like we have specific and statutorily 

dedicated authorities in all spheres like Bar Council of India (BCI) for Advocates and Legal 

Practitioners, Indian Medical Council (IMC) for Doctors and Medical Practitioners, Institute 
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of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) for Company Secretaries and other Members, who 

looks and works in the interest of it’s Members, same is with the Civil Servants belonging to 

various Government Departments like Department of Telecommunication (DoT), Department 

of Higher Education (DHE), but there is no specific executionary authority in the field of 

Privacy in India, which again makes the legal infrastructure and guarantee of right, timid in the 

Country. It is also opposed to promulgated guidelines of Hon’ble Supreme Court in India been 

given on protecting the privacy of the citizens of country. 

3. That there is no Adjudicating Officer/Compliance Officer for dealing with the cases of 

Privacy infringement in India, like we again have specific officers dealing technically in 

matters of violations of their special field, like Ombudsman for Banking Disputes appoint by 

Hon’ble Reserve Bank of India, EOW for dealing with Economic Offences, Lokayukta and 

Lokpal for dealing the matters and complaints related to Corruption and otherwise, the only 

remedy the victim has is to either approach the Apex Court of the Country (Article 32) or the 

High Court of the State (Article 226), which puts un-necessary burden on the Judiciary, and 

results in inordinate delays ultimately defeating the very purpose of law that is Justice, 

appointment of a special adjudicating officer in this regard, will help greatly in maintaining the 

integrity and assurance of the right in India. 

4. There must be some fast-track Courts established in the Country specifically dealing 

the cases of privacy infringement, child abuse, sexual abuse of children in which social media 

is used as a platform by the perpetuator of the crime, and earliest disposal of the case with 

providing stringent punishment to the wrongdoer must be ensured in order for providing speedy 

relief to the aggrieved and acting in furtherance of justice. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Lastly, we have analyzed the importance of privacy for the mankind and humanity for a 

peaceful living in the aforesaid Research Paper, and the same is the case with the Data 

Protection. If we remember or wander about our ancient times, we know that our ancestors and 

forefathers focused and give us lessons on importance of knowledge, as knowledge is regarded 

as the key element for success and becoming something great in life, so it is not to call it wrong, 

that in olden days the one who has more knowledge is regarded as the King of the place, 

weather it is a city, country or profession. Now, in present times the same thing is substituted 

with the ‘Data’, the most essential thing today that any person has with him, is not his 

ornaments, valuables, money as they can be re-earned one’s lost, but it is the data which directly 

affects your existence and life if it gets into wrong hands, mis-use of which is and quantum of 
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damage that can be done with it, is in-imaginable and in-explicable. 

The importance of data and privacy is in every aspect and sphere of human life, may it be 

business administration, where the SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) 

Analysis is conducted in mainly based on data compilation of your opponents, or it is health 

sector or it is the legal sector, everywhere the data plays extensively and extremely key role in 

determining the results in the favour or against the person or organization at large. Hence, it is 

not wrong to term the Privacy and Data “A Deciding Element” of success or failure of any 

person, firm or corporation in the present times, so is with the Country, therefore if any nation 

wants to prosper, the Right to Privacy and Data Protection must be their prime focus for that. 

***** 
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